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Optimization algorithms are present everywhere in our daily live. Without even noticing them, they ensure that our orders arrive on time, our phones have the best connection and products have a certain quality. If we walked through a modern company, we would notice that nearly every production process was optimized and every machine was developed with help of mathematical optimization. During the last decades, several new design schemes for optimization algorithms were developed and new algorithms are proposed every day. Particular two groups of algorithms are in the focus of current research. First, the so-called metaheuristics, which are capable of solving a large variety of optimization problems with stochastic strategies without much knowledge about the problem to solve. Second, model-based and especially surrogate-assisted optimization algorithms, which dominate the field of costly real-world applications and have become the state-of-the-art for this task in efficient algorithm design. Similar to many modern technical developments, many of these algorithms are nature-inspired. For example, these search strategies have analogies with the behavior of animals. To give an overview of the different available optimization methods, we want to use a similar approach and classify them based on the natural human behavior in path finding. To establish such a comprehensive taxonomy, we focus on identifying key elements of algorithm design and utilize these to define a clear separation between a small number of algorithm classes. In contrast to other work, by these means we will keep the level of detail on an abstract, but still valuable level. This abstraction level allows us to present simply comprehensible ideas on how the individual classes differ and moreover, how the respective algorithms perform their searches. For this purpose, we divide optimization algorithms into intuitive classes: Wanderer, Guide, Cartographer.

The Wanderer

The intuitive description of a wanderer is a single (human) individual who wanders through the landscape to find the most attractive place in the neighborhood. By these means he only utilizes local information about his
current position to find the best direction. So if the goal of this individual is to find the highest mountain, he will likely follow the ascending way, because he directly satisfies the current objective. Furthermore, he does not utilize gathered information, so that there is a chance that he will revisit the same place.

This class resembles classical stochastic and gradient-based hill climbing strategies [8, 5], which vary a single candidate solution until a better or the best possible solution (the global optimum) is found. The selection of a classical hill climber is greedy, which means that only improving steps are accepted. The search strategy is able to solve convex problems with a single optimum very fast and efficient, but is not suitable for problems with many optima.

The Guide
To give an intuitive idea, a human hiker looking for an interesting place would try to memorize her own path, follow travel signs about interesting or forbidden search regions or ask other people to share their knowledge and give directions. Furthermore she will pass on her own gained knowledge about the landscape to other people if asked.
Algorithms from the guide class use several simultaneous candidate solutions spread over the search space and thus have good exploration abilities. Evolutionary algorithms [3, 7] are the outstanding example for this class. They further combine the information of gathered solutions to create new candidates. These search strategies are able to solve complex, multi-modal problems.

The Cartographer
The intuitive idea is a human-like specialist who systematically measures a landscape by taking samples of the height to create a topological map, which resembles the real landscape. This map will be exact at the sampled locations and approximates the remaining landscapes by regression. It can then be examined and utilized by any other individual to find a desired location. One could think of a guide or wanderer using a paper map or digital navigation system to find the highest mountain.
This algorithm class uses data-driven models of all gathered solutions. They are used to intelligently search the space by putting candidate solutions in very promising areas or those where no information is gathered yet [4, 1]. Because of the complexity of the models and their larger computation time, these algorithms are best for very complex and expensive optimization problems, where solutions have to be found in a couple of iterations.

Benefits of this taxonomy can be described as follows: No up to date taxonomy is dealing with surrogate-assisted optimization in the larger scope of continuous
global optimization [10] [9]. This new taxonomy for optimization algorithms based on the visual idea of moving individuals fills this gap. It is based on selected design aspects of a continuous optimization algorithm. They are the *use of information*, *candidate evaluation*, the *type of individual*, *search space* and additionally the characteristics of the manageable problems. Utilizing these features, we derive a set of comprehensible algorithm classes. In general, it is beneficial for each user to identify if an optimization algorithm is suitable for their problem before applying them. This approach supports users in their selection of an adequate algorithm.
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